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their use has harmful effects on the environment, therefore, the development of
technologies that produce clean energy sources is very appealing. Natural
photosynthesis is capable of converting solar energy into chemical energy through a
series of efficient energy and electron transfer reactions with water as the only
electron source. Thus, constructing an artificial system that uses the same principles
to convert sunlight into electricity or storable fuels like hydrogen is one of the major
forces driving artificial photosynthesis research.
This thesis describes supramolecular complexes with the intention of mimicking
the electron transfer reactions of the donor side in Photosystem II, where a
manganese cluster together with a tyrosine catalyses the oxidation of water. All
complexes are based on Ru(II)-trisbipyridine as a photosensitizer that is covalently
linked to electron donors like tyrosine or manganese. Photochemical reactions are
studied with time-resolved transient absorption and emission measurements.
Electrochemical techniques are used to study the electrochemical behavior, and
different photoelectrochemical techniques are used to investigate the complexes
adsorbed onto titanium dioxide surfaces. In all complexes, intramolecular electron
transfer occurs from the linked donor to photo-oxidized Ru(III). It is also observed
that coordinated Mn(II) quenches the excited state of Ru(II), a reaction that is found
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In today’s society there is an increasing demand for energy. This need is
to a large extent supplied by the use of fossil fuels. However, the supply
of fossil fuels will be used up in the near future, and they are, therefore,
not a long-term solution for the increasing need for energy. Another, even
more important reason why the use of fossil fuels should be avoided is
their negative effect on the environment. Thus, the need to find
alternative, renewable and environmental friendly energy sources is
becoming more and more pressing. The amount of solar energy that
reaches the Earth’s surface in one hour is equal to the amount of fossil
fuels that is consumed globally in one year [1]. If this enormous energy
could be used to produce a clean and renewable energy source, the
advantages would be obvious.
In photosynthesis, green plants convert solar energy into chemical energy
that they need for their survival [2, 3]. The idea of constructing an
artificial device capable of converting sunlight into electricity or some
kind of fuel, by mimicking the processes responsible for the energy
conversion in photosynthesis is a major driving force in artificial
photosynthesis. These kinds of devices are also attractive from an
environmental point of view, since they would not necessarily generate
any harmful byproducts. Mimicking the natural photosynthetic
conversion of sunlight into more useful forms of energy by artificial
means has been a goal of photochemistry for nearly 100 years. At the
international congress of applied chemistry in New York in 1912,
Giacomo Ciamician, an Italian professor in photochemistry at the
University of Bologna,said [4]
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“The plants are unsurpassed masters of – or marvelous workshops for –
photochemical synthesis of the fundamental substances, building up from carbon
dioxide with help of solar energy”
“Is fossil solar energy the only one that may be used in modern life and
civilization? The fundamental problem from the technical point of view is how to
fix the solar energy through suitable photochemical reactions”
In oxygenic photosynthesis, the photons emitted from the sun are first
absorbed by large antenna complexes, which transfer the excitation
energy to the photosynthetic reaction centers where the energy
conversion occurs [2, 3]. This results in excitation of the photoactive
chlorophylls in the reaction center, which transfers an electron to a
primary acceptor and then further to the final acceptor in the reaction
center. This chain of electron transfer steps creates a charge-separated
state, the energy of which is used in the following photosynthetic
reactions. The oxidized photosensitizer has to be reduced to its original
oxidation state before another photon from the sun can be received. This
is done through an intricate series of reactions involving a manganese
cluster that is capable of abstracting electrons from water. It is here where
the water oxidation occurs, providing the photosynthesis with the
necessary electrons and where the essential by-product, molecular
oxygen, is produced.
During the last 30 years, much effort has been devoted to the construction
of an artificial system that mimics the natural way of converting solar
energy to chemical energy. By using knowledge obtained from the
natural system, several model systems have been constructed and
studied. These model systems can mainly be divided into two categories:
those with a photosensitizer linked to electron donors and acceptors
mimicking the primary charge-separation processes, [5-10] and those
consisting of a manganese cluster serving as models for the oxygenevolving center in the photosynthesis.
Our work has been focused on mimicking the whole electron donor side
of photosynthesis by synthesizing a supramolecular system containing
both a manganese moiety and a ruthenium(II)-trisbipyridyl (Ru(bpy)32+)
moiety as the photo-oxidizable sensitizer. We have reported several
complexes where intramolecular electron transfer from a tyrosine
derivative or a coordinated manganese to the photo-oxidized
ruthenium(III) is successful [11-19]. Since the goal is to create a system
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where the electron transfer is fast and efficient, different factors that are
known to affect the electron transfer have been investigated for several
ruthenium(II) complexes. This is both important for the general
understanding of these kind of systems and for the development of more
complicated systems containing several manganese ions, for example the
ones reported by both Sun et al. [20] and Burdinski et al. [21, 22].
This thesis is divided into six chapters. In Chapter 2, the theories
important for the electron and energy transfer reactions in both natural
and artificial photosynthesis are discussed. As a background, a more
detailed description of the natural system and various attempts to
construct artificial devices for the purpose of mimicking different parts of
photosynthesis are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the important
properties of the photosensitizer used in this research, i.e. Ru(bpy)32+, are
discussed. The electron transfer studies on the different rutheniumtyrosine and ruthenium-manganese complexes in solution together with
the work on nanocrystalline titanium dioxide are also presented in this
chapter. The experimental techniques used are presented in Chapter 5.
And in Chapter 6, research is described more generally in Swedish.
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Chapter 2
Photoinduced Electron and Energy Transfer
The first act of a photochemical or photophysical process is the
absorption of a photon by a molecule, P, transforming it to an
electronically excited state, P*. P* is an unstable species with high energy,
which must undergo some type of deactivation. This can be done through
emission of light (luminescence) or through different non-radiative
transitions, where e.g. the excess energy is transferred to the environment
as heat, quenching reaction in the presence of a quencher, or through a
photochemical reaction generating another chemical species.
The probability of light absorption and the intensity of the corresponding
absorption band are related to the characteristics of the states involved.
Transitions from the ground state to a excited state having the same spin
value are allowed and give rise to intense bands, whereas transitions to
excited states of different spin values are forbidden and can not normally
be observed in the absorption spectra. In most molecules, the ground
state is a singlet (S0) and the lowest excited state is a triplet (T1) that
cannot be directly populated by light absorption but can be obtained
from the deactivation of upper excited states. Absorption of light by an
organic molecule results in a higher excited state (Sn), however,
relaxation to the lowest energy excited state (S1) is generally faster than
other photophysical and photochemical processes. The Jablonski diagram
in Figure 2.1 shows the different energy levels involved and the different
transitions, which are indicated by arrows.
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Figure 2.1. A schematic Jablonski diagram indicating the different types of
transitions that can occur and the energy levels, where S0 is the singlet ground
state, Sn and S1 are singlet excited states and T1 is the lowest triplet excited state.
Radiative transitions are indicated by dashed (– – –) arrows and non-radiative
transitions by dotted (····) ones.

The emission of light is called fluorescence (kf) or phosphorescence (kp)
depending on whether the excited state has the same or different spin as
the ground state. In the same way, non-radiative deactivation is called
internal conversion (kic) when it occurs between states of the same spin and
intersystem crossing (kisc) when it occurs between states of different spin.
Fluorescence and internal conversion are spin-allowed steps, whereas
phosphorescence and intersystem crossing are spin-forbidden steps.
Each decay step is characterized by its own rate constant and each excited
state is characterized by its lifetime τ, given by Eq. 2.1, where Σki is the
summation of the first order rate constants for a unimolecular process
that causes the disappearance of the excited state.

τ=

1
∑ki

(2.1)

i

When the lifetime of the excited state is sufficiently long, the excited
molecule may have time to approach a molecule of another solute. In
such a case a specific interaction may occur and a bimolecular process
could take place. Kinetics show that only those excited states that have a
lifetime longer than ~10-9 s have the possibility of taking part in such a
bimolecular reaction. For transition metal complexes, only the lowest
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spin-forbidden excited state fulfills this requirement. Energy and electron
transfer are the most important bimolecular processes.

2.1 Photoinduced Electron Transfer
The minimal set for any electron transfer process includes two redox
active molecular units, an electron donor (D) and an electron acceptor
(A). When D and A are free in the solution the electron transfer process is
bimolecular, i.e. the two reactants have to diffuse together to form an
outer sphere precursor complex D----A, where ka usually is diffusion
controlled (see Eq. 2.2). The precursor complex undergoes a
reorganization towards a transition state in which the electron transfer
take place, the successor complex D+----A–. The successor complex finally
dissociates to form the product ions the D+ and A–, according to Eq. 2.2
[23, 24]. An example of this kind of reaction is the oxidative quenching
reaction between the excited ruthenium molecules investigated in this
thesis and methyl viologen, the external acceptor used, see further in
Chapter 4.
(2.2)
However, when D and A are covalently linked to each other, as in our
ruthenium-tyrosine
or
ruthenium-manganese
complexes,
an
intramolecular electron transfer occurs (as shown in Eq. 2.3) that is
unlimited by diffusion and can therefore be more rapid.
(2.3)
A semi-classical model for electron transfer (Eq. 2.4) [24, 25] describes the
first-order rate constant for electron transfer (kET) from a donor D to an
acceptor A held at fixed distance and orientation as a function of
temperature T.
k ET

 ∆G ≠ 
4π 3
2
=
H AB exp−
;
h 2 λk B T
 k BT 

∆G

≠

(∆G
=

$

+λ
4λ

)2

(2.4)

Where ∆G≠ is the activation free energy, λ is the nuclear reorganization
parameter, HAB is the electronic coupling matrix elements and -∆G° is the
reaction driving force. Rapid electron transfer requires optimizing the
parameters that are a function of the molecular design: λ, HAB and ∆G°.
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The value of ∆G° is normally determined through the redox potential of
the donor and acceptor, E°D+/D and E°A/A-, according to Eq. 2.5. Where e is
the electronic charge, and wP and wR are the work required for bringing
the donor and acceptor together in the product and the reactant state,
respectively.

(

∆G  = e E  D

+

D

)

− E  A A + wP − wR
−

(2.5)

More of how the redox potentials are determined and how ∆G° varies in
our systems will be discussed in Chapter 4 and 5.
2.1.1

The Reorganization Energy (λ)

According to the classical Marcus electron transfer theory, it can be
shown that the Gibbs energy profiles along the reaction coordinate can be
approximated as parabolas [24]. In the Marcus theory, the curvature of
the reactant and the product surfaces are assumed to be the same. The
reorganization energy, λ, is defined as the change in energy if the reactant
state D – A were to distort to the equilibrium configuration of the product
state D+ – A– without the transfer of the electron (see Figure 2.2). ∆G* is
the energy of activation for forward electron transfer and ∆G° is the
difference in energy between the equilibrium configurations of the
product and reaction state. ∆G° is assumed to represent the energy of

Figure 2.2. Energy surfaces and kinetic parameters for an electron transfer
reaction, showing the situation where ∆G° = 0 and is ∆G* significant (dashed)
and where ∆G° ≠ 0 (solid).
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reaction when the D and A are at a distance rDA. When ∆G° = 0, the ∆G* is
significant which will slow down the kET. For reactions where ∆G° ≠ 0, it
is usually assumed that the product surface is shifted vertically by ∆G°
with respect to the reactant surface, as shown in Figure 2.2. When the case
is –∆G° = λ, ∆G* = 0 and kET reaches its maximum value. As ∆G° becomes
even more negative, i.e. –∆G° > λ, the intersection point of the reactant
and product surfaces moves to the left of the center of the reactant
surface. This means that the ∆G* should increase again, hence the kET will
decrease as the reaction becomes highly exergonic, which is called the
“Marcus inverted region”.
λ is expressed as the sum of the solvent-independent term, λi, and the
solvent reorganization energy, λs (see Eq. 2.6). λi originates from internal
molecular structural differences between the reactant and product and λi
is due to the differences in the orientation and polarization of solvent
molecules around the ground state and the charge-separated state.
λ = λi + λs

(2.6)

The λ value for some of our ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes will
be discussed further in Chapter 4, however, according to Eq. 2.4, a large
value of the λ will result in a smaller electron transfer rate constant.
2.1.2

The Electronic Coupling Constant (HAB)

The pre-exponential factor of Eq. 2.4 includes the electronic matrix
element HAB, which describes the coupling of the reactant state with that
of the product. HAB is a function of the overlap of the donor and acceptor
orbitals. Two types of electron transfer reactions can be distinguished
according to the magnitude of the electronic coupling energy HAB
between the reactant and product states. If HAB is moderately large, so
that the energy surfaces interact as shown in Figure 2.3, the electron
transfer reaction is said to be adiabatic, which is the type of electron
transfer reaction occurring in the complexes investigated in this thesis.
The surfaces will then be separated in the intersection, and the reaction
will remain on the lower surface as it proceeds through the transition
state with a transmission coefficient κel ≈ 1. If the reactant and product
surfaces do not interact significantly, the HAB becomes small and the
electron transfer is said to be non-adiabatic.
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Figure 2.3. Adiabatic (upper) and non-adiabatic (lower) electron transfer. HAB is
the electronic coupling energy.

2.2 Photoinduced Energy Transfer
The transfer of excitation energy from the excited state of a molecule to a
quencher molecule is a fascinating reaction. This type of energy transfer is
very important for the success of photosynthesis where several
chlorophyll molecules acting as light harvesting systems collect the
energy from the sun, and then transfer this energy to the reaction center
where the solar energy is converted into chemical energy. This is
discussed more in Chapter 3. There are basically two different
mechanisms for the transfer of excited state energy between molecules:
the dipole-dipole mechanism (Förster) [26, 27] and the electron exchange
mechanism (Dexter) [28]. A schematic picture of these two mechanisms
and their differences is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.2.1

The Dipole-Dipole Mechanism (Förster)

Energy transfer by the dipole-dipole mechanism is based on dipoleinduced dipole interaction between D and A and it can operate over
distances up to 100 Å. The motion of the electron in D* causes a
resonance perturbation of the electron motion in A. If resonance occurs,
energy transfer may take place, with excitation of an electron in A and deexcitation of an electron in D (see Figure 2.4). Thus, the energy transfer
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rate by the Förster mechanism depends on the dipole strength of the D
and A transitions, the relative orientation of the dipoles and the to the
sixth power of the inverted distance between D and A. Another
important factor that enters the Förster formula is the overlap between
the absorption spectrum of the acceptor and the fluorescence emission
spectrum of the donor, since the processes in the donor and acceptor
molecules have to be resonant.
2.2.2

The Electron-Exchange Mechanism (Dexter)

Energy transfer via the Dexter mechanism involves the exchange of
electrons of the D and A molecules. The electron in the LUMO of D* is
transferred to an excited state of A, simultaneously as an electron in the
HOMO of A is transferred to a HOMO of D, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Since the Dexter mechanism is an exchange mechanism, it demands
overlap of the electronic wave functions of the D and A, and is therefore
relevant for molecules that are closely associated. As with the electronic

Figure 2.4. Schematic
mechanisms.

picture

showing
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the

different

energy

transfer

coupling term that determines the electron transfer rate, the exchange
interaction decreases exponentially with increasing distance between the
molecules. However, if D and A are connected through a bridge that
enhance the electronic coupling, fast and efficient electron exchange (and
thus electron transfer) can occur via a superexchange mechanism by using
the orbitals of the bridge [29].
Since the investigated D—A systems in this thesis lack overlap between
the acceptor absorption and the donor excited state emission, and are
rather small (D—A separations of 9 – 14 Å), the Dexter mechanism seems
to be the most likely. Hence, the Förster mechanism will not be treated
any further.
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Chapter 3
Natural and Artificial Photosynthesis
Natural photosynthesis is fascinating. Not only does it capture and
convert solar energy into the energy we need to live and grow but it also
provides us with molecular oxygen that is essential for our survival [2, 3].
Many researchers have been kept busy for decades increasing the
knowledge about this process, photosynthesis, and understanding the
chemistry behind its success. Knowledge of photosynthesis can be used
to construct an artificial system capable of converting solar energy to
some kind of clean fuel such as hydrogen that could replace fossil fuels.
This idea is one of the major forces driving artificial photosynthesis
research. These two important issues, i.e. natural photosynthesis and
different approaches to develop an artificial photosynthesis, will be
discussed in this chapter.

3.1 Natural Photosynthesis
Oxygenic photosynthesis is a process that nature developed several
billion years ago to trap solar energy and store it in the fuels that are
essential for life on Earth [2, 3]. It constitutes of a system of reactions by
which higher plants, some algae, and bacteria capture sunlight and
convert it into chemical energy. This energy is then used to reduce carbon
dioxide to carbohydrates, which are the fuels for plants, and to oxidize
water to molecular oxygen that is a by-product essential for our existence.
The water oxidation also provides the overall process with the necessary
electrons and protons. Normally photosynthesis is described by the
reaction shown in Eq. 3.1.
CO 2 + H 2 O + sunlight → CH 2 O + O 2
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(3.1)

These reactions occur in the cells of green plants, in a special organelle
that is called the chloroplast, see Figure 3.1. The chloroplast is an ellipsoid
structure enclosed in a double layer of membranes. The inner membrane
form structures called thylakoids, in which the two large protein-cofactor
complexes are localized. These proteins that act in series and drive the
photosynthesis together with sunlight are called Photosystem I (PS I) and
Photosystem II (PS II). The photosynthesis in green plants is mediated by
two kinds of light reactions. One is in PS II where the absorption of light
results in the transfer of electrons from water to a quinone, and
concomitantly evolves O2. The other is in PS I where the reducing power
in the form of NADPH is generated. The electron flow within and
between the photosystems generates the transmembrane proton gradient
that drives the synthesis of ATP [2, 3].

Figure 3.1. Schematic picture of the chloroplast and thylakoid membrane,
showing the four protein complexes involved in the photosynthetic light
reactions: PS II, the Cyt b6f complex, PS I and ATP synthase. The electron transfer
through the system is indicated with dashed lines. See text for further details.
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Figure 3.2.
Schematic figure of the PS II reaction center positioned in the
thylakoid membrane. The arrows indicate the light induced electron transfer
reactions resulting in the oxidation of water. See text for further details.

3.1.1

Photosystem II (PS II)

PS II is a large protein complex that consists of 25 – 30 protein subunits
[3] of which many constitute the light-harvesting complex. This lightharvesting complex is a large antenna, consisting of several hundreds of
light absorbing pigments like chlorophylls and carotenoids, whose
function is to capture the solar energy and transfer it towards the place
where the photosynthesis starts, i.e. the reaction center. A schematic
picture of PS II and its reaction center with the redox cofactors involved
in the electron transfer reactions is shown in Figure 3.2. When the energy
reaches the reaction center it is transferred to the photoactive
chlorophylls, called P680, which are excited. The excited P680* is then
oxidized through an electron transfer reaction to a primary acceptor, the
pheophytine (Pheo), creating a charge-separated state, P680+Pheo-. The
lifetime of this state is crucial for the success of photosynthesis and it is
therefore important that recombination is prevented. However, to be able
to absorb more solar energy and to carry out photosynthesis, the oxidized
P680+ needs to be reduced. Thus, nature has found a way to reduce P680+
and still maintain the charge-separated state. P680+ is reduced through an
electron transfer from a nearby tyrosine residue (Tyr), resulting in the
original P680 and a neutral tyrosine radical. The electron on the Pheo- is
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stepwise transferred away from P680+ ending up on the second quinone
molecules, QB, which increases the distance between the charges even
more. The tyrosine radical oxidizes the manganese cluster (Mn4), which
has a crucial role on the electron donor side of PS II in that it is able to
abstract electrons from water [30-36]. The tyrosine is an intermediate
reactant in the electron transfer from the manganese cluster to the
oxidized P680+. In a model for water oxidation presented by Babcock et al.
[37], it is suggested the tyrosine to be directly involved in the catalytic
water oxidation through a hydrogen atom transfer from manganesebound water to the tyrosine. During the light induced charge separation
cycles, the manganese cluster provides electrons for the reduction of P680
and stores up to four oxidizing equivalents. This results in the oxidation
of two water molecules producing four electrons, four protons and one
molecule of oxygen, and returns the manganese cluster to its most
reduced state.
3.1.2

The Oxygen Evolving Complex (OEC)

The manganese cluster is the catalytic center of the water splitting
enzyme in natural photosynthesis. Together with the part of the PS II
protein complex directly involved in the water splitting it is denoted the
oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) [30, 32-34, 36]. The cluster consists of four
manganese ions and oxygen atoms that serve as a charge accumulator.
The positive charge from the photoinduced charge separation process is
used to extract electrons from water with the result that water is oxidized
to oxygen and protons in a four-electron process.
The cluster passes through several oxidation states during this multi
electron redox process. Successively absorbed photons drive the cycle of
the OEC through four semistable states: S1 (dark state) Æ S2 Æ S3 Æ S0 Æ
S1. The S3 – S0 transition is assumed to involve the formation of a transient
intermediate state, the S4; the S4 – S0 transition is coupled to the release of
molecular oxygen [38]. A lack of knowledge of the structure of the cluster,
and of the intimate mechanism of the catalytic process that leads to
oxygen production has hindered the design of multi-electron redox
catalysis for artificial photosynthesis. However, the OEC is currently the
subject of intensive research, but so far the detailed structure of the
cluster and the mechanism of the process are not known. This will
probably change in the near future since the molecular structure of PS II
with the manganese cluster is becoming available. At the end of last year,
Zouni et al. presented the crystal structure of PS II at 3.8 Å resolution,
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including the manganese cluster [39]. This structure reveals important
knowledge about the manganese cluster, and it is most likely that a
structure with even higher resolution will soon be available.
3.1.3

Photosystem I (PS I)

PS I is a transmembrane complex consisting of at least 13 polypeptide
chains. As in PS II, antennas absorb light energy and funnel it to the
reaction center of PS I resulting in excitation of a chlorophyll dimer called
P700. As in PS II the primary event at this reaction center is a light-induced
separation of charge generating a very strong reductant which leads to
the production of NADPH and P700+, which captures an electron from
PS II to return to P700 so it can be excited again [2].
When the final quinone in PS II, QB, has received the second electron from
QA, it takes up two protons from the stroma generating QBH2, which
leaves the PS II site and is then replaced by an oxidized QB from the
membrane pool, as shown in Figure 3.1. At this point the energy of two
photons has been safely and efficiently stored in the reducing potential of
PQH2. The interplay of the QA and QB sites enables a two-electron
reduction (PQ to PQH2) to be efficiently carried out with one-electron
inputs. PQH2 transfers its electrons to plastocyanin (PC) and PS I, a
reaction catalyzed by Cytochrome b6f (Cyt b6f), and concomitantly pumps
protons across the thylakoid membrane generating the proton gradient
that drives the formation of ATP.
The strong reductant in the charge-separated state results in the reduction
of ferredoxin (Fd), a water-soluble protein. This reaction occurs on the
stromal side of the thylakoid membrane and the high potential electrons
of two Fd molecules are then transferred to NADP+ to form NADPH.
ATP and NADPH, the products of the light reactions, are then used in the
subsequent dark reactions, in which CO2 is converted into carbohydrate.

3.2 What is Artificial Photosynthesis?
By definition, artificial photosynthesis is an attempt to design a molecular
or supramolecular system that mimics the aspects of photosynthetic
natural energy conversion, in order to produce electricity or storable
energy such as hydrogen or methane. Why is this idea so appealing?
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, the need to reduce our dependence on fossil
fuels as energy supply is increasing. Therefore, the development of
technologies to produce clean fuels such as hydrogen is one of the major
forces driving artificial photosynthesis research.
3.2.1

Different Approaches to Create Artificial Systems

An artificial photosynthetic system capable of converting solar energy
into fuels should most likely include the following; an antenna for light
harvesting, a reaction center for charge separation, catalysis and a
membrane to separate the generated products.
A light-harvesting antenna is an organized multi-component system in
which several chromophoric molecules absorb incident light and channel
the excitation energy to a common acceptor. For this purpose, Balzani,
Campagna and coworkers, are developing wedgelike dendrimers based on
transition metal complexes consisting of arrays of ruthenium(II) or
osmium(II) polypyridine type complexes, which have a large absorption
in the UV-VIS region and are capable of directing the collected energy
towards a center [40, 41]. This artificial antenna could then be linked to an
artificial reaction center where charge separation occurs. There are also
examples of artificial antennas where synthetic porphyrins [42, 43] are
used, which are good candidates for artificial antennas since they are
similar to chlorophyll that are the main chromophores in the natural
system.
Much of the research on artificial photosynthesis has been devoted to
construct an artificial reaction center. The purpose of the reaction center is
to convert light energy into chemical energy, thus there are some
important features an artificial reaction center should possess. It should
contain some kind of photosensitizer that is capable of absorbing light and
has an excited state lifetime which is long enough for transferring an
electron to the electron acceptor, which is covalently linked to the
photosensitizer. The creation of this charge-separated state is the ground
for the success of the energy conversion. Thus, efficient electron transfer
and long-lived charge separated states are crucial for artificial
photosynthesis.
One way to achieve this is to spatially separate the donor from the
acceptor, since increased distance and reduced electronic interaction
between the charged parts will slow down the recombination. This was
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for example demonstrated in a supramolecular diad constructed by Gust,
the Moores and coworkers, where a photosensitizer (a porphyrin, P) was
linked to an electron acceptor (a quinone, Q). Excitation of P resulted in
the excited state that transferred an electron to Q, creating a chargeseparated state. Unfortunately, recombination occurred on picosecond
time scale. To increase the lifetime of the charge-separated state they
extended the diad by linking an electron donor (a carotenoid, C) to P,
forming a supramolecular triad C – P – Q [44, 45]. Excitation of P in this
system, creates a charge-separated state where the to radicals are
separated by a neutral P, i.e. C+• – P – Q-•, and a lifetime of 340 ns. By
introducing this triad in a lipid bilayer together with lipid-soluble
quinones and the ATP synthase they succeeded to pump protons through
the membrane building up a proton gradient with high concentration on
the inside. These protons are then used by the ATP synthase enzyme
resulting in the production of ATP [46, 47].
There have been many proposals for the water oxidation mechanism at
the manganese cluster and the attempts to synthesize manganese
complexes performing catalytic water oxidation are numerous [34, 37, 4853]. The critical point is how the O–O bond is formed. Experiments have
shown that the manganese cluster in OEC of PS II, contains a di-µ-oxo
bridged manganese unit. In one of the mechanisms the O–O is formed
between the two µ-oxo bridges upon oxidation of the complex. Another
involves the formation of a peroxo bond between two adjacent Mn=O
species, which is formed when the manganese bound water, becomes
deprotonated as the manganese oxidation states increases. In a third
mechanism, a high-valant Mn=O species forms a bond to an unbound
water. Recently, there has been evidence for this type of mechanism both
from calculations [54] and from experiments on a model complex [50, 51],
where Brudwig and coworkers showed that the model complex oxidized
water in the presence of an oxygen transfer oxidant. There are also other
model complexes that have been reported to oxidize water via a high
valent intermediates [55-57].

3.3 Dye-Sensitized Nanocrystalline TiO2 Films – The
Grätzel Cell
The use of solid-state materials for the efficient conversion of sunlight
into electricity has long been a goal of inorganic photochemistry. A
molecular approach has been to sensitize wide-bandgap semiconductors
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Figure 3.3. A schematic picture of an intrinsic semiconductor at T = 0 K, where
CB is the empty conduction band, VB is the filled valence band and Eg is the
bandgap. EF is the Fermi level, which is the energy where the probability of
finding an electron is 0.5.

to visible light with inorganic complexes exhibiting charge-transfer
excited states.
3.3.1

Basic Principles of Semiconductors

In an intrinsic semiconductor at 0 K, the highest occupied band, the
valence band, is completely filled whereas the lowest unoccupied band, the
conduction band, is completely empty (see Figure 3.3). The energy
difference between these two bands i.e. the bandgap (Eg) determines
whether the solid is a conductor, a semiconductor or an insulator. Normally,
a bandgap larger than 3 eV is called an insulator [58].
The use of semiconductors for direct solar energy conversion would be
best suited for materials that absorb a significant part of the solar
spectrum, i.e. semiconductors with bandgaps of ca. 1 – 2 eV. However
these semiconductor materials are not stable due to photocorrosion.
Alternative materials that are kinetically resistant have bandgaps that are
too large to permit significant collection of visible light (400 – 700 nm).
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is one of these materials and has a bandgap of
3.2 eV (absorption onset of ca. 380 nm).
3.3.2

Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

By sensitizing these large bandgap semiconductor materials with visible
light absorbing dye molecules, they can be converted into visible light
absorbers. These planar solar cells worked but not very efficiently, due to
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the limited light-harvesting effect obtained with a single monolayer of the
sensitizer. To improve these systems, Grätzel and his coworkers
developed a porous nanocrystalline TiO2 film, which increased the
surface area of the semiconductor by a factor of 1000. By sensitizing
these nanoporous films, the efficiency of the solar cells is increased to 11%
overall solar-to-electrical energy-conversion efficiency compared to the
efficiency obtained from the planar cells which is less than 1 % [59-62].
In the Grätzel type of dye-sensitized solar cells (see Figure 3.4), incident
photons excite the sensitizer (normally a ruthenium polypyridyl
complex) and promote an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO of the
sensitizer. These high-energy electrons can be injected into the
conduction band of the TiO2. Injected electrons move through the
nanoporous TiO2 film, away from the semiconductor/electrolyte surface
and enter the circuit. The loss of electrons leaves positive holes in the
sensitizer that are carried away by the redox electrolyte (a triiodideiodide), which reduces the sensitizer to its ground state. The solution
species then diffuses to the counter electrode where it combines with an
electron to complete the circuit. In this system the sensitizer mimics the
chlorophylls in plants; the electron injection into the metal oxide particles
is analogous to the charge separation in the photosynthetic membrane.

Figure 3.4.
To the left, a schematic picture showing the cross-section of a
dye-sensitized nanocrystalline TiO2 film. (1) is the transparent conducting glass
that together with the TiO2 creates the working electrode. (2) is the excitation of
the sensitizer in most cases a ruthenium(II) based complex (3), creating the
charge separated state where the injected electron moves through the TiO2 (4) to
the external circuit. The hole is reduced through redox reaction with the
iodide/triiodide electrolyte (5), which in turn will transfer the hole all the way to
the counter electrode (6) and the cycle is completed.
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Figure 3.5. An energy diagram showing the different electron transfer reactions
occurring in a dye-sensitized solar cell. Excitation of the sensitizer creates the
excited state (1) that injects an electron into the CB of the TiO2 (2) with a rate of
kinj. The injected electron is then either transferred through the TiO2 film to the
back contact generating a current (3), and the oxidized dye is reduced through a
redox reaction with the electrolyte (4). The cycle is the completed through the
reaction at the CE (counter electrode) (5). (3’) indicates the recombination
reaction between the oxidized dye and the injected electron, which will compete
with the current generating reaction (3).

Instead of the thylakoid membrane, the cell used the nanoporous film
structure, which accomplishes efficient harvesting of sunlight using a
molecular absorber in a similar way to plants.
In Figure 3.5, an energy diagram showing the different electron transfer
reactions occurring upon excitation of the sensitizer. The efficiency of the
energy conversion depends on the kinetics of the forward and the back
electron transfer reactions. For several sensitizers the electron injection
(kinj), has been found to be extremely rapid (sub picoseconds) [63-69].
Durrant and coworkers [70] have shown that the rate of the charge
recombination (krec) increases as the number of electrons in the
conduction band of the TiO2 increase. This is critical for the photovoltaic
production since a solar cell works by putting electrons into the
semiconductor.

3.4 The Consortium for Artificial Photosynthesis
The work presented in this thesis is part of the research within
collaboration between a number of groups, i.e. “The Swedish Consortium
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for Artificial Photosynthesis”. The aim with this research is to construct
an artificial system in which the whole donor side of PS II is mimicked,
i.e. a photosensitizer linked to a catalytic part containing manganese.
Through a light induced redox reaction, this system should then be able
to accumulate oxidative equivalents in the manganese part that hopefully
could lead to the oxidation of water into hydrogenperoxide or oxygen
and use the protons to generate hydrogen.
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Chapter 4
Ruthenium Based Complexes that Mimic the
Donor Side of PS II
In our Swedish collaboration, The Swedish Consortium for Artificial
Photosynthesis, we have focused on constructing an artificial system that
mimics the donor side of PS II. This has been done by synthesizing
supramolecular systems where a ruthenium(II) tris-bipyridine moiety,
which is used as the photo-oxidizable sensitizer, is covalently linked to an
electron donor: a manganese and/or tyrosine-containing moiety. The
goal has been to create a system where fast and efficient intramolecular
electron transfer occurs from the linked electron donor (manganese or
tyrosine) to the photo-oxidized ruthenium(III). By studying the electron
transfer kinetics of these systems in the presence of an electron acceptor
we have been able to investigate whether intramolecular electron transfer
occurs or not. The acceptors we have used are methyl viologen,
[Co(NH3)5Cl]2+ and nanocrystalline TiO2.
In this chapter several of our supramolecular systems are presented. Both
single and multi-electron transfer processes are discussed (Paper I – V).
The electron transfer properties of some of our ruthenium(II) complexes
adsorbed onto TiO2 are also presented (Paper VI). But first the
photochemical, photophysical and redox properties of ruthenium(II) tris(2,2’-bipyridine), Ru(bpy)32+, are discussed.

4.1 Ru(bpy)32+ as Photosensitizer
Nature uses chlorophylls as photosensitizers. They absorb sunlight that
creates the excited state, which undergoes electron transfer reactions
leading to the formation of the charge-separated state that is important
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for the conversion of solar energy into chemical energy. To construct an
artificial system, a molecular photosensitizer with similar properties to
chlorophyll is needed, i.e. it should be stable, able to absorb visible light
and have an excited state lifetime that is long enough to form the chargeseparated state before it decays to ground state. Chlorophylls are not
stable enough and are, therefore, not well-suited to being
photosensitizers in artificial systems. Ru(bpy)32+, on the other hand,
displays a long list of properties that satisfy most of the kinetic,
thermodynamic, spectroscopic and excited state requirements needed for
a photosensitizer and it is, therefore, widely used [71-74].
4.1.1

Photochemical and Photophysical Properties

Ru(bpy)32+ is a d6 transition metal complex with octahedral geometry. Its
absorption spectrum together with a scheme of the different electronic

Figure 4.1. The absorption spectrum of Ru(bpy)3(PF6)2 in acetonitrile showing
the different transitions (marked in the following way: MLCT, LC and MC),
together with its molecular orbital diagram (inset to the right) where the index (L
or M) indicate whether the orbital is mostly localized on the ligands or the metal.
The d-orbitals, which are mostly localized on the metal, are split into three lower
(t2g) and two higher (eg) orbital energy levels due to the presence of the
bpy-ligands. Its chemical structure with stereochemistry is also shown. For
further explanation see text.
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transitions and its chemical structure are shown in Figure 4.1. The two
very intense bands at 240 nm and 450 nm are caused by transition of a
electron from a πM metal orbital to the πL* ligand orbitals, and are,
therefore, named metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) bands. Promotion
of an electron from πL to πL* results in the bands at 185 nm and 285 nm
which are called ligand centered (LC) bands. The weak shoulder at 322 and
344 nm are due to the metal centered (MC) transitions, i.e. promotion of an
electron from πM to σM* [71, 72, 75, 76].
For most ruthenium(II)-polypyridine complexes the lowest excited state
responsible for luminescence and bimolecular excited state reactions is a
3MLCT state (see Figure 4.2). Experimentally it has been shown that this
state consists of three closely spaced energy levels [77, 78]. Excitation with
visible light creates the lowest singlet excited state 1MLCT [71], which,
within a few hundred fs, is converted into the lowest triplet state, 3MLCT,
via intersystem crossing (kisc) [71, 79, 80]. The quantum yield of the
formation of the lowest excited states is unity, showing that intersystem
crossing from the upper singlet excited states obtained by excitation to
the lowest triplet is both fast and very efficient.[81, 82] The 3MLCT
excited states decay to the ground state via three major pathways, as
shown in the Jablonski diagram in Figure 4.2. Two of the pathways involve
radiative (kr) and nonradiative (knr) decay directly from 3MLCT back to the
ground state. In the third pathway, crossover (kdd) into the nearby MC
excited state takes place, followed by the radiationless decay (knr’) to the
ground state. The lifetime of the lowest 3MLCT excited state of Ru(bpy)32+
is in the order of 850 ns (acetonitrile) [71, 83]. With decreasing

Figure 4.2.
Jablonski diagram for Ru(bpy)32+, showing the different transitions
possible after excitation in the visible together with the energy states involved.
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temperature, the luminescence intensity and lifetime will increase, and at
77 K the lifetime is ~5 µs and the luminescence is highly structured with a
prominent vibrational progression [75, 84].
The possibility of observing transient absorptions is related to the
changes in the optical density of the solution caused by the photoreaction.
Bleaching and recovering of the Ru(bpy)32+ spectrum can often be used
for kinetic measurements. However, since the absorption bands due to
the Ru(bpy)33+ are weak, oxidative quenching processes can often only be
detected by using the absorption spectrum of the reduced quencher and
by the disappearance of the features of the excited state. In the presence
of methyl viologen (MV2+) as an oxidative quencher, *Ru(bpy)32+ is
oxidized in a bimolecular reaction resulting in the formation of
Ru(bpy)33+ and MV+• (according to Eq. 4.1 and 4.2), where the MV+• has a
strong absorption at 600 nm. The bimolecular recombination (Eq. 4.3)
occurs with a second order rate constant of 4.2 × 10-9 M-1s-1 [72, 85-87].
Ru( bpy) 3 2 + + hν → *Ru( bpy) 3 2 +

(4.1)

* Ru( bpy) 3 2 + + MV 2 + → Ru( bpy) 3 3+ + MV +•

(4.2)

Ru( bpy) 3 3+ + MV +• → Ru( bpy ) 3 2 + + MV 2 +

(4.3)

This has made it possible for us to investigate our biomimetic systems
where manganese and/or tyrosine are present as intramolecular electron
donors that will compete with the recombination between Ru(bpy)33+ and
MV+•. This will be discussed more in the rest of this chapter.
4.1.2

The Redox Properties of Ru(bpy)32+

By cyclic voltammetry (CV, for a detailed description of the method see
further Chapter 5), the redox potentials and hence the energies of the
different redox states can be determined. In Figure 4.3 the cyclic
voltammogram of Ru(bpy)32+ vs. SCE in acetonitrile is shown. One
oxidation and three reduction processes, all one-electronic and reversible,
can be observed [88]. The oxidation of Ru(bpy)32+ occurs at fairly positive
potential (E½ around +1.3 V vs. SCE) and involves the removal of one
electron from a metal-centered orbital.
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Figure 4.3.

CV of Ru(bpy)32+ in acetonitrile, for further information see text.

This results in the formation of the ruthenium(III) complexes according to
Eq. 4.4.
[Ru2+(LL)3]2+

[Ru3+(LL)3]3+ + e-

(4.4)

The three reductions (Eq. 4.5 – 4.7) occur at fairly negative potentials and
are all ligand centered. The added electron appears to be localized on a
single ligand.
[Ru2+(LL)3]2+ + e-

[Ru2+(LL)2(LL-)]+

[Ru2+(LL)2(LL-)]+ + e[Ru2+(LL)(LL-)2]0 + e-

(4.5)

[Ru2+(LL)(LL-)2]0

(4.6)

[Ru2+(LL-)3]-

(4.7)

Since the amount of electric charge localized on the metal (and thus, the
tendency to lose an electron) is governed by the σ and π properties of the
ligands, the nature of the ligands will affect the Ru(III/II) potential [89-91].
For ligands of the same series, the presence of electron-withdrawing
substituents increase the Ru(III/II) potential while the opposite occurs for
electron-donating substituents. Hence, substitution of one or more
polypyridine ligands can drastically change the redox potentials of a
ruthenium(II) complex.
In the excited state of Ru(bpy)32+, which is a 3MLCT state, the ruthenium
is oxidized and one of the ligands is reduced according to Eq. 4.8 [72].

[Ru

II

( bpy) 3

]

2+

[

]

hν
Ru III ( bpy) 2 ( bpy − )
→
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2+

(4.8)

The redox potentials for reduction and oxidation of *Ru(bpy)32+, are +0.84
and -0.86 V (in water), respectively [71]. In other words, *Ru(bpy)32+
possesses suitable properties to work as a good energy donor, electron
acceptor and electron donor at the same time. As a first approximation the
redox potentials of the excited state can be calculated according to Eq. 4.9
and 4.10, respectively [71].
E(Ru 3+ * Ru 2 + ) = E(Ru 3+ Ru 2 + ) − E 0−0

(4.9)

E( * Ru 2 + Ru 1 + ) = E(Ru 2 + Ru 1 + ) + E 0 − 0

(4.10)

where E(Ru3+/Ru2+) and E(Ru2+/Ru1+) are the potentials for the ground
state oxidation and reduction, respectively and E0—0 is the zero-zero
excitation energy. Thus, by changing the ground state redox potentials
and/or the excited state energy, the excited state potentials can be tuned.
In a series of complexes of the same metal ion, the energy ordering of the
various excited states, and particularly the orbital nature of the lowest
excited state, can be tuned by changing the ligands. For one of our
ruthenium complexes, complex 7 (see section 4.2, and Paper I), we were
able to lower the energy of the MLCT excited state and localize it on a
certain ligand by adding four electron-withdrawing substituents on two
of the bipyridine ligands.

4.2 Intramolecular Electron Transfer in Dinuclear
Ruthenium(II)-Manganese(II) Complexes
In photosynthesis a series of intricate electron transfer reactions between
the manganese cluster and the photo-oxidized in P680 in the donor side of
PS II result in the oxidation of two water molecules producing molecular
oxygen and four protons. To construct an artificial system that mimics
these electron transfer reactions, a series of ruthenium(II)-manganese(II)
complexes were synthesized (see Figure 4.4) [11-15]. These were the first
examples of supramolecular systems where a manganese moiety was
covalently linked to a ruthenium complex.
Absorption and emission spectra for the reference complexes, i.e. 1 – 6
without manganese, were nearly identical to those for Ru(bpy)32+ [71, 72].
Also in the presence of manganese(II), no observable shift of the
absorption maximum and only a small red shift (< 2 nm) of the emission
maximum was observed. Thus, excitation in the MLCT band selectively
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Figure 4.4. The structures of the ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes. The
link between the metal moieties is different for all the complexes, causing a
variation in the metal-to-metal distance from 9 – 14 Å (see Table 4.1). Also the
ligand to which the manganese(II) is coordinated varies for the different
complexes.

excite the ruthenium part since absorption by manganese(II) is negligible
in the visible region.
The purpose of these ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes was to
mimic the electron transfer reactions that occur in the donor side of PS II
after light excitation. Thus, the question was whether or not the
coordinated manganese(II) could work as an intramolecular electron
donor to the photo-oxidized sensitizer. To investigate the electron
transfer kinetics of 1 – 6, transient absorption experiments were measured
by flash photolysis in the presence of MV2+ as external electron acceptor
(see Figure 4.5). A laser flash was used to excite the complex in the visible
MLCT band of the ruthenium(II)-part (at ~450 nm). The excited state was
then bimolecularly quenched by the transfer of an electron to MV2+,
forming the photo-oxidized ruthenium(III) and the MV+•. For the
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Figure 4.5. Complex 2, one of the ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes
where intramolecular electron transfer has been observed, is shown to the left
with the electron transfer reactions indicated with arrows. To the right the kinetic
traces obtained at 450 nm and 600 nm are shown: (i) a laser flash is used to create
the excited state that is quenched through the transfer of an electron to the
external electron acceptor MV2+, (ii) the photo-oxidized ruthenium(III) is reduced
through the intramolecular electron transfer from the coordinated manganese(II),
(iii) the recombination reaction between the MV+• and manganese(III).

reference complexes, the diffusion-controlled recombination reaction
occurred in the same way as for Ru(bpy)32+ (see Eq. 4.3). This reaction can
be followed by the recovery of the ruthenium(II) bleaching at 450 nm and
the decay of the MV+• signal at 600 nm. For the ruthenium(II)manganese(II) complexes in Figure 4.4, the MV+• decay remained
diffusion-controlled, whereas the ruthenium(II) recovery was much
faster, indicating that ruthenium(III) must receive an electron from
manganese(II), which was the only additional electron source (see Figure
4.5) [13-15].
To be able to conclude whether or not the electron transfer occurred
between ruthenium(III) and manganese(II) within the same complex, the
recovery rate constant of ruthenium(II) was investigated as a function of
the concentration of the ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complex. The
recovery rate was found to be concentration independent, thus the
electron transfer was deemed to be intramolecular. The formation of
manganese(III) could not be detected in the optical experiments since
neither manganese(II) nor manganese(III) has any appreciable absorption
in the visible region. Therefore, separate EPR experiments were
performed to show that ruthenium(III) could be reduced by the
manganese(II). Equimolar amounts of 3 and chemically oxidized
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Ru(bpy)33+ were mixed. Before mixing, both ruthenium(III) and
manganese(II) gave strong EPR signals, however, after mixing the sample
was EPR silent showing that manganese(II) can indeed reduce
ruthenium(III). Also, the order of redox potentials for manganese(III/II)
and ruthenium(III/II) supports the notation that intramolecular electron
transfer from manganese(II) to ruthenium(III) reaction can occur [14]. The
difference in E1/2 values for the oxidation of the manganese(II) and
ruthenium(II) gives the driving force (∆G°) for the intramolecular electron
transfer in the different complexes (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Data for the ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

d
Å
9
14
13
9
13
14
14

∆G°
eV
-0.38
-0.39
-0.43
-0.45
-0.49
-0.45
-0.59

∆G≠
eV
0.33
0.29
0.24
-

kET
s-1
1.1 × 106
1.7 × 106
1.8 × 105
> 2 × 107
1.4 × 105
1 × 105
1.4 × 107

λ
EV
2.0
1.8
1.5
-

Hrp
meV
12
1.7
0.27
-

τem
ns
2.2
23
255
7
120
300
1200

The electron transfer rate constants (kET) obtained for 1 – 6 vary from
1 × 105 to 2 × 107 s-1. To explain this variation in kET, λ, HRP and –∆G° (see
Chapter 2) were determined for some of the complexes (Paper I and Table
4.1). The λ-values obtained were larger than the 1.0 eV that is expected for
a predominantly outer reorganization in acetonitrile. The additional
contribution to λ was assumed to be due to rearrangements occurring in
the manganese part upon oxidation. According to the Marcus theory (Eq.
2.4), a large λ will give a small electron transfer rate constant (in the
normal region), that could imply that manganese may always be a slow
electron donor.
Even though intramolecular electron transfer was successful in all the
ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes shown in Figure 4.4, there were
some complicating factors. In the presence of manganese(II) both the
emission intensity and emission lifetime decreased compared to the
reference complexes. Thus, it was found that coordinated manganese(II)
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Figure 4.6.
Chemical structure of 7, which is the same as 2 except for the
additional ester groups, which moves the localization of the lowest MLCT away
from the manganese moiety.

quenches the ruthenium excited state, presumably through energy
transfer to an excited state of the manganese [13]. This reaction will
compete with the desired bimolecular quenching reaction with MV2+. For
some of the complexes, the excited state lifetime becomes so short that the
MV2+ reaction is too slow to compete with the quenching unless very
high concentration of MV2+ is used. The quenching rate constant was
found to increase with decreasing metal-to-metal distance (see Paper I),
with one exception, namely complex 2. In this complex, the increased πsystem due to the link causes the excited state to be localized on the
substituted bipyridine towards the link and the manganese, which is
contrary to the situation in the other complexes where it is localized on
the unsubstituted bipyridines. However, by adding four electronwithdrawing groups on the unsubstituted bipyridines (complex 7, see
Figure 4.6), the localization of the excited state was moved to the
previously unsubstituted bipyridines and, hence, away from the
manganese. This resulted in a very successful complex, with an increase
of the excited state lifetime from 2 ns to 1200 ns and the electron transfer
rate constant of 1.4 × 107 s-1, which is even larger than before. This
increase is due to a larger driving force as a result of the electronwithdrawing groups, which cause an increase of the ruthenium(III/II)
redox potential by 200 mV (Paper I).
To summarize, for all ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes in Figure
4.4, intramolecular electron transfer from the coordinated manganese(II)
to the photo-oxidized ruthenium(III) is observed. In other words, we
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have succeeded with our first goal, i.e. to construct a system where
electron transfer occurred from manganese(II) to the photo-oxidized
sensitizer. This proves that the concept of using manganese as an electron
donor in an artificial system works. The results obtained investigating
these ruthenium-manganese complexes, and the knowledge of how some
of the complications can be handled, are important for the development
of larger and more complicated systems containing more manganese
ions.

4.3 Introducing Tyrosine as a Redox Active Intermediate
As discussed previously in this chapter, the distance between the
photosensitizer and the manganese is crucial for the lifetime of the
ruthenium excited state and hence important for the electron transfer.
Also the large λ-values affect the electron transfer properties, since they
indicate that manganese might be a slow electron donor. To overcome
these problems, a redox active intermediate capable of fast electron
transfer could be introduced between the manganese and the
photosensitizer. This would increase the distance between the
ruthenium(II) and the manganese(II), and hence reduce the quenching
while fast and efficient electron transfer is maintained via the redox
active intermediate.
In PS II, a tyrosine residue is a redox active intermediate in the electron
transfer from the manganese cluster to the oxidized P680+ (see further
Chapter 3) [34, 92]. It has even been suggested that this intermediate is
directly involved in the catalytic water oxidation steps [37]. Thus,
learning from Nature, a complex where a tyrosine derivative was
covalently linked to the ruthenium sensitizer was synthesized (complex 8
in Figure 4.7). In the presence of an external electron acceptor, i.e. MV2+ or
Co(NH3)5Cl2+ in aqueous solution it has been shown that intramolecular
electron transfer occurs from the tyrosine part to the photo-oxidized
ruthenium(III) [16]. Transient absorption measurements showed that the
tyrosine enhanced the rate of ruthenium(II) recovery at 450 nm. At the
same time, a positive absorption appeared at ~410 nm, that was assigned
to a tyrosyl radical. An EPR spectrum consistent with the formation of a
tyrosyl radical was observed under continuous illumination of the
sample. In a flash-induced experiment, the generated EPR signal decayed
with a half time on the order of 0.1 s, presumably because of the
irreversible reactions of the tyrosyl radical. In Paper II, we investigated if
the high redox potential of this tyrosyl radical in 8 (0.98 V vs. NHE at
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pH = 7), could be used to oxidize a manganese complex in analogy with
the electron transfer reactions of the donor side in PS II. A
manganese(III,III) dimer (complex 9, see Figure 4.7) with a reversible
manganese(III,III) → manganese(III,IV) oxidation at 0.58 V vs. NHE, was
available through a collaboration with Prof. Girerd’s group in Orsay [93].
In an optical experiment, complex 8 was excited by visible light in the
presence of 9 as an external electron donor and MV2+ or Co(NH3)5Cl2+ as
the external acceptor. An electron transfer from the excited state to the
acceptor generated ruthenium(III), and as previously shown for 8, the
long-lived tyrosyl radical was formed through intramolecular electron
transfer to ruthenium(III). Thereafter, a bimolecular electron transfer
from 9 to the ruthenium-tyrosyl complex occurred, regenerating
theruthenium-tyrosine complex and oxidized 9 to manganese(III,IV).
Both electron transfer reactions and the redox potentials for these species
correspond to the donor side reactions of PS II, which are schematically
shown in Figure 4.7. The main evidence for the last electron transfer
reaction was the EPR spectrum of a manganese(III,IV) dimer and the
progressive increase in the decay rate of the tyrosyl EPR signal as the
concentration of complex 9 increased (see Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.7. (9) is photo-oxidized by the ruthenium-tyrosine complex (8) in a
similar matter to the reactions in PS II. The experiment is performed in aqueous
solution using Co(NH3)5Cl2+ as a sacrificial electron acceptor.
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Figure 4.8. The generation and decay of the tyrosyl radical EPR signal (at a
fixed magnetic field) in 8 after a laser flash given to the aqueous sample at
different concentrations of 9 and the sacrificial electron acceptor Co(NH3)5Cl2+
which prevents the charge recombination [16]. The flash-induced induction and
decay of complex 8 alone (a), and in the presence of 9 at 0.3 mM (b) and 0.6 mM
(c), respectively. The inset shows the EPR spectrum of the tyrosine radical
obtained under continuous illumination [16], and the arrow indicates the field
position for the kinetic experiments.

To summarize, a tyrosine has been introduced as a redox active
intermediate and it has been shown that an electron is transferred from
the manganese moiety to the photo-oxidized sensitizer via a tyrosine
residue, in a way similar to the donor side reactions of PS II.

4.4 Supramolecular Triads
Manganese Complexes

–

Ruthenium-Tyrosine-

The next natural step to improve this biomimetic system would be to
construct a supramolecular triad where the photosensitizer, tyrosine
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residue and the manganese dimer are linked together. Thus, for this
purpose a manganese(II,II) dimer (10) known from the literature [94] was
synthesized and linked to the ruthenium(II) photosensitizer via a
substituted L-tyrosine, which bridges the manganese ions. This was the
first example where a manganese dimer was covalently linked to a
photosensitizer via a tyrosine unit (Paper IV). In Figure 4.9, the chemical
structure of this supramolecular triad (12) is shown, together with its
reference complex (11) and the manganese dimer (10).
Electron transfer studies of 11 (Paper III), showed that the tyrosine unit
with the two hydrogen-bonding ligands transferred an electron
intramolecularly to the photo-oxidized ruthenium(III), which regenerated
ruthenium(II) and formed a deprotonated tyrosyl radical (in water) and a
tyrosine radical cation (in acetonitrile). The rate constant obtained was
kET > 1 × 107 s-1, in both water and acetonitrile, i.e. two orders of
magnitude greater than the one for 8 (similar to 11 lacking the hydrogenbonding ligands, see Paper II). It was purposed that the fast electron
transfer was due to the hydrogen bonding between the tyrosine and the
two ligands.
In the ruthenium-tyrosine-manganese complex (12), which was
investigated in Paper IV, the distance between the two metals should be
about 16 Å due to the tyrosine intermediate, which is longer than the

Figure 4.9. The supramolecular triad (12) together with its reference complex
(11) and the manganese(II,II) dimer (10).
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distance for the dinuclear ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes
discussed in section 4.2. This should have a restraining effect on the
quenching of the ruthenium(II) excited state by the manganese. The
excited state lifetime observed for 12 in acetonitrile was ~110 ns. Thus, the
excited state was quenched, however its lifetime was not too short for the
bimolecular reaction with MV2+ to occur. In the presence of MV2+ as
external acceptor, an electron was transferred from the excited state of
ruthenium to MV2+ generating ruthenium(III) and MV+•. It was then
demonstrated that ruthenium(III) retrieved an electron from the
manganese(II/II) dimer through an intramolecular electron transfer
reaction, that resulted in the formation of a manganese(II/III) oxidation
state and regeneration of ruthenium(II). The observed electron transfer
rate constant was larger than 1.0 × 107 s-1, i.e. so fast that the initial
bimolecular quenching with MV2+ was not fast enough to enable
resolution of subsequent reaction kinetics. Since no success in detecting
the tyrosine radical with either EPR or optical transient absorption
measurements at 410 nm, we could not conclude whether it was a
stepwise electron transfer reaction via the tyrosine, or if the presence of
the tyrosine just mediated the electron transfer from the manganese part.
In a related system, presented by Burdinski et al. [21, 22], where a
manganese(II,II,II) trimer was linked to three Ru(bpy)32+ units very fast
electron transfer to the photo-oxidized ruthenium occurred (kET > 1 107
s-1). Although the mechanism of the electron transfer reaction remains
unknown, it seems that the use of tyrosine as an intermediate works as a
good mediator for rapid electron transfer.
4.4.1

Stabilization of Higher Oxidation States

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the manganese cluster in PS II which
is the catalytic enzyme of the water oxidation in photosynthesis is capable
of storing up to four oxidizing equivalents before being reduced through
the oxidation of two water molecules (Eq. 4.11).
2H2O → 4e− + 4H+ + O2

(4.11)

The actual mechanism for the water oxidation is still unknown, but it
probably involves some kind of stabilization of the manganese cluster
during the four-oxidation steps.
Electrochemical data of both 10 and 12 show that the manganese moiety
undergoes two one-electron oxidations, Mn2(II/II) Æ Mn2(II/III) Æ
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Figure 4.10. Cyclic voltammogram of 12 and 10 (as inset). The supporting
electrolyte used was 0.1 M TBAPF6 in acetonitrile, glassy carbon as working
electrode, platinum wire as counter electrode and as reference electrode
Ag/AgNO3 was used. The reversible peak at ~1.3 V vs. SCE and three reversible
peaks between -1.25 and -1.80 V vs. SCE, corresponding to the oxidation of
ruthenium(II) and the reduction of the three bipyridine ligands (compare with
Figure 4.3 [71, 72, 88]. The additional peaks at ~0.5 V and ~1.0 V V vs. SCE, are,
with the help of the voltammogram of 10, assigned to the Mn(II,II) → Mn(II,III)
and Mn(II,III) → Mn(III,III) oxidations of the manganese part.

Mn2(III/III), before the oxidation of ruthenium occurs (in neat acetonitrile,
Figure 4.10). Thermodynamically ruthenium(III) is capable of oxidizing
the manganese part two steps, thus a two electron transfer process
would be possible in 12. Recent results from flash EPR experiments in the
presence of Co(NH3)5Cl2+ as electron acceptor, indicates that the
manganese dimer in both 10 and 12 might be oxidized even further.
However, even though a two step electron transfer would be possible in
12, the potentials for the manganese oxidations are too high to be
oxidized further by the ruthenium [95]. As mentioned in Chapter 3, one
of the mechanisms proposed for the water oxidation involves a highvalent Mn=O species. Thus, by stabilizing higher oxidation states of the
manganese dimer increase the possibility to form a high-valent species.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the redox potential can be tuned by
changing ligands. Thus, to stabilize higher oxidation steps of the
manganese moiety, a new series of manganese dimers were synthesized
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Figure 4.11. Chemical structure of the new manganese(III,III) dimers 13 and 14,
where two of the pyridines in 10 have been replaced by two phenolates with the
intention to stabilize higher oxidation states of the manganese dimer. To the left
the new supramolecular triad (15) is shown, where 13 is covalently linked to the
ruthenium-tyrosine sensitizer.

in Paper V, where two of the pyridine in 10 have been replaced by two
phenolates, see 13 and 14 in Figure 4.11. The intention is to increase the
electron density around the manganese and hence decrease the redox
potentials and stabilize higher oxidation states. EPR and cyclic
voltammetry of 14shows that it is a manganese(III,III) dimer, and that the
redox potential of the manganese(II,II) state is lowered by more than 500
mV compared to 10 [95]. Thus, the presence of the phenolate ligands
stabilize higher oxidation sates. Electron transfer studies of 15 (Paper V)
indicates that intramolecular electron transfer occurs from the manganese
to the photo-oxidized ruthenium.

4.5 Ruthenium Complexes Adsorbed onto TiO2 Films
To construct an artificial photosynthetic system capable of converting
solar energy, ruthenium complexes adsorbed on nanocrystalline TiO2
dioxide films have been extensively used (see further Chapter 3).
Nanocrystalline TiO2 is known to be a very fast and efficient electron
acceptor for the ruthenium excited state [63-65, 67, 69], and could
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therefore be used as an acceptor to investigate the electron transfer
kinetics for complexes like 12, where the bimolecular quenching by MV2+
is to slow. We wanted to investigate if our type of dinuclear
ruthenium(II)-manganese(II) complexes could be adsorbed onto the
nanocrystalline TiO2 films, and if intramolecular electron transfer from
the coordinated manganese to photo-oxidized ruthenium(III) was
possible when the complex was adsorbed onto TiO2 (Paper VI). This type
of electron transfer reaction has been reported for another ruthenium
complex on TiO2 films, where a PTZ molecule was used as an electron
donor instead of manganese [96].
To adsorb onto the TiO2 surface, the complexes needed some kind of
anchor group like carboxylate or phosphonate groups. For this purpose
16 and 17 were synthesized (see Figure 4.12). They were similar to 2 and 3
(see Figure 4.4), with the exception of the four anchoring groups and the
absence of coordinated manganese. Intramolecular electron transfer from
the coordinated manganese(II) to the photo-oxidized ruthenium(III) in
solution, has been reported for 2 and 3 (see earlier this chapter) [13, 14,
15]. The presence of the four substituents will increase the redox
potentials of the ruthenium, due to their electron withdrawing effect. For
complex 7, same as 17 but with four ester groups, an increase by ~200 mV
(Paper I) was obtained compared to complex 2 (i.e. same complex
without ester groups). Based on these results, a similar effect would be
expected for 16 and 17. To investigate whether or not intramolecular
electron transfer occur, the recovery of the ruthenium(II) was studies for
16 and 17 adsorbed onto nanocrystalline on TiO2 films both before and
after preparation with manganese, by time-resolved spectroscopy. In

Figure 4.12.
Chemical structure of 16 and 17, which are the complexes adsorb
onto TiO2 films. The structure of N3 (18), which is the complex most commonly
used for dye sensitized solar cells, is also shown
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Figure 4.13. To the left the kinetic traces for the recovery of ruthenium(II) at
490 nm (excitation at 460 nm) of 17 (left) spectra (right) before and after
manganese preparation are shown. The measurements were performed on dry
films. To the right the corresponding IPCE spectra of 17 are shown, where (o) is
before manganese preparation and (•) is after. Similar behavior was obtained for
16.

Figure 4.13 the electron transfer kinetics of 17 adsorbed onto TiO2
showing the ruthenium(II) recovery before and after manganese
preparation. To the right the corresponding IPCE spectra for 17 are
shown. A schematic figure over the possible electron transfer reactions
for 17 when adsorbed onto TiO2 is shown in Figure 4.14. The kinetic trace
before manganese preparation shows recombination reaction between the
injected electron and the oxidized sensitizer arrows (krec, see reaction (3)
to the left in Figure 4.14). In the presence of manganese the initial decay
of the ruthenium(II) recovery is much faster, thus the presence of
manganese has an effect. This could either be due to an increased
recombination (krec) or electron transfer (kET) from the bound manganese,
indicated as (3) and (3’) in Figure 4.14, respectively. The remaining signal
(~50 %) has the same multiexponential kinetics as the decay before
manganese was added, and was hence attributed to ruthenium(II)
recovery for 17 without manganese.
An increased recombination would lower the IPCE value, since the
number of electrons generating current would decrease. However, the
IPCE (see to the right in Figure 4.13) is more or less unchanged. Thus, it
seems that the faster recovery is due to electron transfer from the
manganese (see reaction (3’) in Figure 4.14). To investigate the kinetics on
a shorter time scale, pump-probe experiments were performed on 17 (see
to the right in Figure 4.14). Also on this time scale the decay was faster in
the presence of manganese.
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Figure 4.14. To the right, a schematic picture of 17 adsorbed onto TiO2 particle,
the possible electron transfer reactions are indicated with arrows: (1) excitation of
the sensitizer, which create the ruthenium excited state, (2) the fast electron
injection into the conduction band of the TiO2 film (kinj), (3) recombination
reaction (krec) between the injected electron and the oxidized ruthenium(III) and
(3’) intramolecular electron transfer (kET) from manganese to ruthenium(III).
Pump-probe experiments (to the left) showing the kinetic traces of the recovery
of ruthenium(II) at 510 nm (excitation at 480 nm) for 17, before and after
manganese preparation. The decay before manganese preparation was fitted
with a single exponential decay with τ = 19 ps, the decay after manganese
preparation was fitted with two exponential fit with τ1 = 19 ps (A1 ~0.25) and τ2
~ 500 ps (A2 ~0.3). The remaining amplitude, ~0.5, attributed to the fraction
without manganese, see text and Figure 4.13.

Thus, these preliminary results indicate that manganese coordinates and
is capable to donate an electron to ruthenium(III). The obtained rate for
this decay was ~500 ps, which is much faster than electron transfer rate
obtained for complex 7 in solution (~70 ns). This might be due to the
binding to TiO2, i.e. surface electrostatics could affect the redox properties
of the ruthenium and hence the driving force. There is also a possibility
that manganese could coordinate to free COO- groups not bound to the
TiO2 surface. This would give a shorter ruthenium-manganese distance
and could affect of the electron transfer rate.

4.6 Artificial Photosynthesis – Future Development
The work presented in this thesis shows that it is possible to construct an
artificial system, where a ruthenium(II) bipyridine complex (as
photosensitizer) is covalently linked to a manganese complex (as electron
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donor), and in which the photoinduced electron transfer reactions mimic
those of the donor side in PS II. Thus, the concept of using manganese
moiety as an electron donor and a ruthenium tris-bipyridine complex as
photosensitizer works. However, there are several issues that need to be
considered to succeed with the development of an artificial system
capable to oxidize water. The increased knowledge about the manganese
cluster, about its structure and the water oxidation mechanism will be of
great help for the organic synthesis and for the design of artificial
systems.
To stabilize higher oxidation states of our manganese by modifying the
ligands could be one way to achieve a manganese complex capable of
multi electron transfer. Since it is believed that Mn(V)=O is involved in
the mechanism for water oxidation in PS II, a system with higher
oxidation states of the manganese could be of importance. By replacing
the metal in the photosensitizer with rhenium, which is known to have
higher redox potential than ruthenium, the driving force for the electron
transfer could be increased by ~500 mV. However, one thing is for sure,
much more hours in both the synthetic and spectroscopic labs will be
needed.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Techniques
This chapter describes the experimental techniques that have been used
to study the different systems. Due to the great importance of the
thermodynamics of the systems, electrochemical techniques like cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) are
described in more detail [97, 98]. The photoelectrochemical part only
concerns the work on titanium dioxide. Since transient absorption and
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) are central to prove the existence
of intramolecular electron transfer, they are also described.

5.1 Electrochemistry
One of the most fundamental equations used in electrochemistry is
Nernst’s equation (Eq. 5.1), where n is the number of electrons transferred
in the electron transfer process. E°´ is the formal redox potential and is
defined as the reduction potential of Ox when COx = CRed. Nernst’s
equation relates the potential on the electrode, E, with the concentration
of the redox couple, COx and CRed.
E = E $´ +

RT  C Ox,eq 
ln 

nF  C Re d,eq 

(5.1)

The difference between two redox potentials, for example when Ox1
reacts with Red2 according to Eq. 5.2, is directly related to the
thermodynamic driving force ∆G° for the reaction according to Nernst’s
equation (see Eq. 5.3)
(5.2)
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To investigate electrochemical properties, a three-electrode system and a
potentiostat are needed (see Figure 5.1). A three-electrode system consists
of a working electrode at which the reaction of interest takes place, a
reference electrode with constant potential, and a counter electrode
through which the large currents passes. The potentiostat applies the
desired potential between the working electrode and the reference
electrode. This arrangement prevents large currents from passing
through the reference electrode, which is necessary to keep the potential
of the reference constant.
5.1.1

Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is one of the most versatile electroanalytical
techniques when it comes to the study of electroactive species. Since it is
relatively easy to use and gives a good overview of the redox processes
occurring within a certain potential range, it is frequently used within all
fields of chemistry. CV can be used to determine thermodynamic
properties for electrochemical reactions like enthalpy and entropy, as well
as study the kinetics of the reaction and much more.

Figure 5.1. An electrochemical setup where WE is the working electrode, CE
the counter electrode and Ref the reference electrode.
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Figure 5.2. In (a) the variation of potential as a function of time is shown, and in
(b) a cyclic voltammogram for a reversible redox couple with E½ = +0.070 V is
shown.

A cyclic voltammogram is recorded by cycling the potential of the
working electrode; meanwhile the resulting current is detected. This
gives the potentials at which charge transfer reactions take place and
indicates if they are reversible or not. In Figure 5.2 it is shown how the
potential is varied together with a voltammogram for a reversible redox
couple.
The appearance of a cyclic voltammogram reflects the reaction occurring
at the electrode surface as the potential is cycled. According to Nernst’s
equation (Eq. 5.1), the ratio of COx/Cred will change when the potential on
the working electrode is changed. Thus, when the potential is scanned
towards more positive values, an oxidation reaction, Red → Ox + ne-, will
occur as the potential approaches the formal potential E°′. This will give
rise to an anodic current (ian) that increases until the amount of the Redform at the electrode surface is depleted which will cause the current to
decrease, resulting in a peak in the anodic current. When the potential is
scanned in the other direction, i.e. towards negative values, the opposite
will occur. Approaching E°′, a reduction will occur at the surface,
Ox + ne- → Red, that gives rise to a cathodic current (icat).
The value of E°´ for a reversible reaction can be calculated using the
anodic and cathodic peak potential, i.e. Ep,an and Ep,cat, according to Eq.
5.4. For a reversible reaction, the peak separation, ∆Ep, is 59/n mV (at
25 ºC), where n is the number of electrons transferred.
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E $´ =

(Ep,an + Ep,cat )

(5.4)

2

There are different factors that might affect the appearance of the
voltammogram, for example the reversibility of the system, the diffusion
towards the electrode surface, or chemical reactions of the products that
might occur. For a reversible system, the peak current ip is given by the
Randles-Sevcik equation

(

)

i p = 2.69 ⋅ 10 5 n 3/2 AD 1/2 ν 1/2 C

(5.5)

where n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction, A is the
area of the electrode (cm2), D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2/s), ν is the
scan rate (V/s) and C is the bulk concentration (mol/cm3). This shows
that ip increases proportionally to ν1/2 and directly proportionally to C.
For a reversible reaction the relation between the anodic and cathodic
currents (ipa/ipc) is 1 and independent of ν.
5.1.2

Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV)

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) is another electrochemical
technique where the potential is pulsed instead of varied linearly as in
CV. Although CV is a very powerful and useful electrochemical
technique its detection range is limited to about 10-4 M due to the
capacitive charging currents. The use of a pulsed potential instead of a
linear one is a very successful way to increase the sensitivity. In Figure
5.3, the variation of the potential is illustrated together with a differential
pulse voltammogram. After each pulse the potential returns to a value

Figure 5.3. The potential function in DPV together with a voltammogram with
E°′ = +0.5 V.
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slightly higher (for an anodic scan, slightly lower for a cathodic scan)
than prior to the pulse. This potential difference, ∆Es, is the net potential
change after a potential pulse. The scan rate is given by the ratio of ∆Es
and τ, which is the period of the cycle. The current is measured at two
points indicated by i1 and i2, and the quantity of interest is the difference,
δi = i2 – i1. A differential pulse voltammogram is the plot of δi versus the
potential at the beginning of the cycle.
5.1.3

Combination of Electrochemistry and Spectroscopy

Spectroscopic methods such as UV-visible, IR and EPR in combination
with electrochemistry are strong tools for the detection and
characterization of intermediates and products. One of these methods is
spectroelectrochemistry
where
spectroscopic
detection
occurs
simultaneously with the electrochemical generation. The electrochemical
method most commonly used in these experiments is chronoamperometry.
In chronoamperometry, a potential is applied on the working electrode
for a long time to perform bulk electrolysis, i.e. to convert all redox
species in the solution and the resulting current, i(t), will decay
exponentially with time during the electrolysis, as shown in Figure 5.4.
During a spectroelectrochemical experiment, where chronoamperometry
is combined with UV-visible, the changes in the absorption spectra
during the electrolysis can be used to study a redox reaction. Thus,
spectroelectrochemistry can be used as a complementary technique to
cyclic voltammetry.

Figure 5.4. Chronoamperometry showing a potential step and the resulting
current, i(t), which decay exponentially by time in a spectroelectrochemical
experiment.
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In the combination of EPR, the same procedure can be used to determine
the oxidation states of the manganese complexes involved in an
electrochemical reaction. A potential, chosen from the cyclic
voltammetry, is applied to the working electrode and by recording the
current as a function of time complete electrolysis is performed. A sample
of the solution is then transferred to an EPR tube, which is quickly
immersed in a container of liquid nitrogen. An EPR spectrum is,
thereafter, recorded and the characterization of the oxidation states can be
carried out.

5.2 Photoelectrochemistry
As discussed above, electrochemistry is an electron transfer reaction
occurring at an electrode surface as a potential is applied on the working
electrode. In photoelectrochemistry, light is used in an electrochemical
reaction. Two techniques commonly used for investigating the
photoelectrochemical behavior of dye sensitized nanocrystalline TiO2
films are incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) and currentvoltage characteristics [61, 62]. These techniques will be described here.
5.2.1

Incident Photon to Current Conversion Efficiency (IPCE)

To characterize the spectral response, the monochromatic IPCE of an
electrode is recorded as a function of wavelength, the so-called action
spectrum. The IPCE value is defined as the ratio between the number of
generated electrons and the number of incident photons according to
Eq. 5.6.

IPCE =

no. generated electrons 1241 ⋅ j ph
=
λ⋅P
No. incident photons

(5.6)

Where Iph is the photocurrent density in A/cm2, P is the light power
density in W/cm2) and λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic light in
nm. Since the ruthenium complexes (15 and 16, see Chapter 4)
investigated in Paper VI were less soluble in ethanol than the common
ruthenium dye used in the Grätzel cell (17, see Chapter 4). These kind of
steady state measurements give information on the performance of the
electrode under continuous illumination.
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5.2.2

Current-Voltage (iV) Characteristics

Current-voltage characteristics are an important concept for the
comparison of different solar cells. The maximum current, i.e. the current
measured under short circuit conditions (isc), times the maximum voltage,
i.e. the open circuit voltage (Voc), gives the ideal maximum power of the
solar cell. The ideal fill factor is 1, however, a good solar cell has a typical
value of 0.7 – 0.8.
For both the IPCE and current-voltage experiments, a two-electrode
sandwich cell was used, where the dye sensitized TiO2 and a platinum
foil are put together with a droplet of electrolyte in between. The cell was
then illuminated from the back.

5.3 Time-Resolved Spectroscopy
There are different time-resolved techniques that are used to determine
properties like the emission lifetime, τf, or electron transfer rate constants.
Two of these techniques are described here, i.e. transient absorption and
single photon counting.
5.3.1

Transient Absorption

Transient absorption is a spectroscopic technique based on following the
changes of the absorption (∆Abs) with time, where ∆Abs is the difference
between the absorption after and before the excitation according to
Eq. 5.7.

∆Abs = Abs after − Abs before

(5.7)

This technique can be used to measure excited state concentrations and
hence the rate constants for different electron transfer reactions. Transient
absorption experiments involve irradiation of the sample with a short
light pulse that is used to create the excited state of a molecule P,
followed by an analyzing pulse. The analyzing light that passes through
the sample before and after the excitation is then used to calculate the
∆Abs according to Eq. 5.8, where I0 and I is the intensity of the analyzing
light passing through the sample before and after the excitation,
respectively.
I 
∆Abs = lg  0 
 I 
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(5.8)

5.3.2

Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting

Time-correlated single photon counting [99] is another very powerful
time-resolved technique for determining excited state lifetimes. In this
technique, a high repetition rate laser is used to excite the sample and the
emission is detected at right angle using a fast photomultiplier (PM). Part
of the excitation light is directed into a photodiod using a beam splitter,
and triggers an electronic device called time-to-amplitude converter
(TAC). This pulse initiates a voltage ramp in the TAC that increases
steadily from zero at a certain rate. The second PM, which is very
sensitive and capable of detecting a single photon, is positioned after the
sample and detects the emission at right angles to the excitation light.
When this PM detects an emitted photon, it sends a signal to the TAC that
will stop the increase of voltage. The time difference between the
excitation and detection of emission is then converted into a voltage. A
multichannel analyzer (MCA) connected to the time-to-amplitude
converter divides the ramp into several channels. Each channel counts the
number of times a specific voltage level is obtained and by repeating the
cycle many times per second a complete spectrum is produced in the
memory of the MCA. The probability that an emitted photon will be
detected within a given time interval, which corresponds to a single
channel on the MCA, decreases with increasing time. This decay profile
can give very precise estimates of radiative lifetimes ranging from a time
scale of a few nanoseconds to milliseconds.

5.4 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), also known as electron spin
resonance (ESR), is a spectroscopic technique that can be used to detect
chemical species that have unpaired electrons. This includes triplet
excited molecules and common photochemical intermediates such as
radicals and paramagnetic metals [100, 101].
By applying a strong magnetic field (B), the individual magnetic moment
arising via the electron spin of the unpaired electron is oriented either
parallel (α) or anti-parallel (β) to the applied field, as shown in Figure 5.5.
This creates distinct energy levels for the unpaired electrons, making it
possible for net absorption of electromagnetic radiation (in the form of
microwaves) to occur. The resonance condition takes place when the
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Figure 5.5. The energy level diagram showing the splitting of the spin sublevels
of a single electron in a magnetic field. The resulting spectrum is a single band.

energy separation and the microwave energy match. The energy of the
sublevels is determined by

Em = g eµBm sB
s
e
µB =
2m e

(5.9)
(5.10)

where ms is the electron magnetic spin number, which can take the values
of +½ and -½ depending on whether the alignment is parallel or antiparallel to the direction of the magnetic field. B is the strength of the
applied magnetic field, µB is the Bohr magneton, me is the electronic mass
and gB is the Landé g-factor, which has the value 2.0023 for a free electron.
In a large radical containing a single unpaired electron, the spin magnetic
moment of the electron interacts with both the local magnetic field and the
applied magnetic field. The local field is a combination of the applied field
and any local magnetic moments generated by other electrons or by the
nuclei, i.e. Bloc = (1-σ)B . It is therefore convenient to write g = ge(1-σ) where
g is the g-factor of an individual radical which depends on the electronic
structure and the extent of spin-orbit coupling. It also provides a primary
empirical parameter that characterizes the molecule response and is a
quantitative measure of the molecule’s magnetic moment, e.g. a tyrosyl
radical will have a g-value of 2.0045.
The EPR spectra are obtained by monitoring the microwave absorption as
the field is changed. Since the detection technique is sensitive to the slope of
the absorption, the appearance of the spectrum is the first derivative of the
absorption, as shown in Figure 5.6. The most important feature of EPR
spectra is the hyperfine structure, i.e. the splitting of individual resonance
lines into components. The source of these hyperfine structures is the
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magnetic interaction between the electron spin and the magnetic dipole
moments of the nuclei present in the radical. Each nuclear spin, I, induces a
splitting into (2I+1) levels. In EPR spectra of transition metal ions, the
hyperfine interaction gives rise to characteristic splitting, for example
manganese that has a nuclear spin of I = 5⁄2 will give a characteristic 6-line
spectrum. Due to the paramagnetic properties of manganese and the
hyperfine structure in an EPR spectrum, this technique has been frequently
used in the characterization of the manganese chemistry in our rutheniummanganese complexes. As an example, the manganese (III/IV) EPR
spectrum of a manganese dimer (13, shown in Chapter 4), which has a very
characteristic 16-line spectrum, is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. To the left a schematic picture showing the absorption observed in an
ERP experiment (a) and its derivative (b), which is the common EPR spectrum. To
the right an EPR spectrum of complex 13 showing the characteristic 16-line
spectrum of the manganese (III/IV) dimer.
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Chapter 6
Min forskning: Artificiell1 Fotosyntes
Vi förbrukar dagligen massor av energi, och med dagens utveckling blir
behovet bara större. Till största delen får vi energin genom förbränning av
fossila bränslen2, dvs icke-förnybara energikällor som inom en snar framtid
kommer att ta slut och som dessutom har en mycket negativ effekt på
miljön. Därför är intresset stort att få fram alternativa energikällor3 som inte
skadar miljön. Solen är en enorm energikälla - på bara en halvtimme träffas
jordytan av så mycket energi att det motsvarar vår förbrukning av fossila
bränslen på ett år. Tänk om vi på ett bättre sätt skulle kunna ta till vara på
denna energi och utnyttja den för att tillgodose vårt energibehov istället för
att använda fossila bränslen. De gröna växterna har den förmågan genom
den process vi kallar fotosyntesen4, där solstrålarnas energi tillsammans
med vatten och koldioxid omvandlas till kolhydrater, som växterna behöver
för att växa och leva, och syre, en biprodukt som gjort det allt mänskligt liv
möjligt (se reaktion 6.1).
2 H2O + 2 CO2 + solljus → CH2O + O2

(6.1)

Tänk om vi skulle kunna göra som växterna. Det är syftet med artificiell
fotosyntes, dvs. att man på konstgjord väg härmar reaktioner i växterna och
på så sätt utnyttjar solenergin för att skapa en miljövänlig och förnybar
energi, till exempel vätgas. Vätgas anses vara framtidens bränsle och
energibärare eftersom den energi som finns lagrad i vätgas kan utvinnas
med vatten som enda restprodukt. Tänk om en bilmotor skulle drivas med

1

Konstgjord

2

Kol och olja, vars förbränning bidrar till växthuseffekten.

3

T.ex. alternativa bränslen som vätgas.

4

De reaktioner som sker i de gröna växterna när de träffas av solen strålar. Det är även

fotosyntesen som producerar syret vi behöver för att leva.
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vätgas istället för bensin. Då skulle man kunna tanka bilen med vatten, som
sedan sönderdelas till syrgas och vätgas med ett konstgjort system med
hjälp av solljus. Avgaserna skulle då bestå av vattenånga istället för
koldioxid.
Vad är det då som händer när solljuset träffar växterna? Energin från solen
fångas först upp av stora antennsystem, bestående av klorofyll5, som
transporterar energin vidare till den plats där själva fotosyntesen startas,
det s.k. reaktionscentrumet. Här finns ett fotoaktivt pigment, P, som också
det består av klorofyll. P tar upp energin från solen och avger därefter en
elektron till en ”mottagarmolekyl”, A1. Elektronen hoppar därefter vidare
till en annan mottagarmolekyl A2 osv. (se Figur 6.1). För att kunna ta emot
mer energi från solen, måste P få tillbaka en elektron någon annanstans
ifrån. Det får den från aminosyran tyrosin, som i sin tur tar en elektron från
ett mangankluster. Manganklustret kan ge bort fyra stycken elektroner
innan den vill ha några tillbaka. Därefter tar den fyra elektroner från två
vattenmolekyler, vilket leder till att vattnet sönderdelas i protoner (H+),
syre och elektroner (se Figur 6.1).

Figure 6.1. Schematisk bild som visar den del av den naturliga fotosyntesen som
sönderdelar vatten med hjälp av solljus (till vänster) och vårt artificiella system (till
höger). Pilarna indikerar hur elektronerna flyttas mellan de olika delarna.

5

De ljusaktiva molekyler som finns i bladen och som ger dem deras gröna färg
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Det är den här delen av fotosyntesen som vi6 vill härma, dvs. själva
sönderdelningen av vatten, för att sedan använda protonerna för
produktion av vätgas (H2). Hur har vi tänkt härma dessa reaktioner?
Istället för att använda klorofyll, som är instabilt, använder vi en molekyl
som innehåller metallen rutenium. Den har liknande egenskaper som
klorofyll, men är mycket stabilare. Denna molekyl ska på samma sätt som P
ta upp energi för att sedan avge en elektron till lämplig mottagarmolekyl.
När det sker i naturen får P tillbaka sin elektron från vatten via tyrosin och
manganklustret. För att härma den reaktionen, kopplas en manganmolekyl
via tyrosin till vår ruteniummolekyl. Tanken är att manganmolekylen ska
härma manganklustrets funktion och ge tillbaka elektroner till den
ljusinfångande ruteniummolekylen när den avgett sin elektron. I Figur 6.1
visas en schematisk bild av vårt konstgjorda system och den del av
fotosyntesen där sönderdelning av vatten sker. Forskningen kring den
naturliga fotosyntesen har pågått i decennier och idag vet man mycket om
de reaktioner som leder till oxidation av vatten, men det finns fortfarande
många delsteg och detaljer som ännu är oklara. En joker i leken är bl.a.
själva mekanismen för sönderdelningen av vattnet samt strukturen av
manganklustret. Förra året lyckades en tysk forskargrupp få fram
röntgenkristallografiska7 bilder med en upplösning på 3.8 Å8 på den del av
fotosyntesen där vattnet sönderdelas. Även om upplösningen ännu inte är
nere på atomär nivå (1 Å), var detta ett stort steg framåt.
I den här avhandlingen presenteras resultat som visar att våra konstgjorda
system är kapabla till att ge tillbaka en elektron från manganmolekylen till
ruteniummolekylen. Om vi skulle lyckas göra som i fotosyntesen, dvs.
överföra fyra elektroner en efter en från mangandelen till klorofyllet, vore
detta ett stort genombrott. Idag har vi resultat som pekar på att vi lyckas
överföra tre, men för den fjärde elektroner återstår ytterligare forskning.

6

”Konsortiet för artificiell fotosyntes”, ett samarbete som påbörjades 1994 mellan tre

forskargrupper i Sverige, Fysikalisk kemi i Uppsala, Organisk kemi vid Stockholms universitet
och Avdelningen för Biokemi i Lund.
7

Fotografier med mycket bra upplösning

8

Å står för enheten Ångström efter den svenske fysikern Anders Jonas Ångström (1814 – 1874). 1

Å är det samma som 0.000 000 1 mm
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